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The following items may appear on the final list of "A" items

Legislative deliberations

- Draft amending budget No 4 to the general budget for 2012 - Statement of expenditure by Section - Section III - Commission

- Draft Council Decision amending Decision 2001/822/EC on the association of the overseas countries and territories with the European Community ("the Overseas Association Decision") = Adoption
  = Adoption
  a) of the Council's position at first reading
  b) of the statement of the Council's reasons

Non-legislative activities

- Committee of the Regions
  = Council Decision appointing an Italian alternate member of the Committee of the Regions

- Committee of the Regions
  = Council Decision appointing a Czech member and a Czech alternate member of the Committee of the Regions

- Committee of the Regions
  = Council Decision appointing two Cyprus members and three Cyprus alternate members of the Committee of the Regions

- Committee of the Regions
  = Council Decision appointing a German member and a German alternate member of the Committee of the Regions

- Committee of the Regions
  = Council Decision appointing an Estonian member of the Committee of the Regions

- Transparency - Public access to documents
  a) Confirmatory application No 16/c/01/12
  b) Confirmatory application No 17/c/01/12
  c) Confirmatory application No 18/c/01/12

- Proposal for a Council Decision on the signing, on behalf of the European Union, of the Agreement in the form of an Exchange of Letters between the European Union and the United States of America pursuant to Article XXIV.6 and Article XXVIII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 1994 relating to the modification of concessions in the schedules of the Republic of Bulgaria and Romania in the course of their accession to the European Union
  = Decision on the signing
  = Request by the Council for the consent of the European Parliament

- Recommendation from the Commission to the Council to authorise the Commission to open and conduct negotiations according to Article XXVIII GATT 1994 with Panama
- Activity Report of the Joint Supervisory Body of Eurojust for the year 2011
  13032/12 EUROJUST 74
  approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 05.09.2012

- Request from the Commission on a new psychoactive substance: 4-methylamphetamine
  13243/12 CORDROGUE 59 SAN 187
  + COR 1
  13239/12 CORDROGUE 58 SAN 186
  approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 05.09.2012

- Schengen evaluation of SWEDEN
  = Draft Council conclusions on the evaluation of the correct application of the Schengen acquis

- Europol Work Programme 2013

- Draft Council conclusions inviting the introduction of the European Legislation Identifier (ELI)
  = Adoption

- Council Decision to authorize the Commission to open negotiations on behalf of the European Union for a new Protocol to the Fisheries Partnership Agreement with the Republic of Côte d'Ivoire
  = Adoption